BUYER’s SOURCE INSPECTION REQUIRED

Upon receipt of this contract, Seller shall promptly notify Buyer’s Source Inspection Coordinator or Representative who normally services Seller’s facility. When requested, Seller shall furnish Buyer’s Source Inspection Representative a copy of this contract. If a Buyer’s Source Inspection Coordinator or Representative does not presently service your facility, promptly notify the Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative so a Buyer’s Source Inspection Representative can be assigned.

All quality requirements, goods and services under this contract are subject to Buyer Source Inspection throughout the manufacturing process and testing operations, either on a random or 100% basis and at all times (including the period of performance) and places including Seller’s subcontractor’s facilities, and in any event prior to shipment. When in-process Buyer Source Inspection is required, the Buyer’s Source Inspection Coordinator or Representative will coordinate with Seller, and select the mandatory Buyer Source in-process inspection points. Seller shall ensure that the mandatory Buyer Source in-process inspection points are not by-passed.

Seller shall provide reasonable facilities and assistance, including all quality records and related data for the safe and efficient performance of Buyer’s Inspections.

Seller shall notify the Buyer’s Source Inspection Coordinator or Representative who normally services your facility at least 48 hours in advance of the time that the goods or services will be available for Buyer’s Source Inspection review (at in-process if so selected, and in any event for final review).

Seller shall ensure evidence of Buyer’s Source Inspection is indicated on or attached to the shipping report accompanying each shipment.

Note: Seller shall not deliver goods that have not been inspected as required by this contract without a specific written waiver or deferral from the Buyer’s Authorized Procurement Representative. The written waiver or deferral shall be included with the shipment.